
Date : 5/8/2023 1:39:13 PM
From : "Sanae Rosen" sanae.rosen@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "Chan, Connie (BOS)" Connie.Chan@sfgov.org
Subject : As a resident of D1, I oppose Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my opposition to Sean Kim's nomination to
the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

I live in D1, and like a lot of people in D1, I regularly take the 38 and 38R. D1 has
long neglected transit users - the 38 and 38R are what we have instead of rail. We
have a transit funding crisis, a climate crisis, and the city is struggling to adapt to
the new normal. We need leaders ready to step up to meet these challenges.

I've heard a number of disturbing things about this nomination. In particular, I
heard that recently Kim organized an event with the SFMTA under false pretenses
and demanded that the board secretly kill the Geary Boulevard Improvement
process or be subject to some form of retaliation. I heard that the small number of
dissenting members of the public who heard about this event were not given the
opportunity to comment.

It is important that critical public transit infrastructure should be run in an open and
honest way, even when there are differences of opinion. Especially because Kim
feels he has a financial interest in this matter, there has been enough controversy
lately around shady dealings and putting profit above people in this city. Whoever
represents us should represent the community and not just the business interests of
a few. If there are challenges with the current plan, they should be worked through
publicly and we should be able to trust that the process is fair regardless of where
the results end up.

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you,

Sanae
 



Date : 5/7/2023 9:30:00 PM
From : "Michael Smith" msmithtransit@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "Connie.Chan@sfgov.org" Connie.Chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Do Not Support Sean Kim CAC Nomination

SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

Sean Kim led a recent meeting with SFMTA Board Chair Eakin. The behavior of
Kim and others was hostile, unacceptable, and did not reflect our community needs.
In no was is Kim fit for the SFCTA CAC so please reject his nomination. And I
urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw Kim’s nomination at once. 

Michael Smith



Date : 5/8/2023 9:20:04 AM
From : "Kieran Farr" kieran.farr@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org, "connie.chan@sfgov.org"
connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Former Geary BRT CAC member against Sean Kim nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As a former member of the Geary BRT CAC I took the responsibility seriously to
represent “community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” I was surprised to see the nomination of Sean Kim whose behavior
does not rise to this standard in several ways. The most recent example is a meeting
that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

Kieran Farr



Date : 5/8/2023 10:20:45 AM
From : "David Alexander" alexanderdavid415@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Subject : I Do Not Support Sean Kim's D1 CTA CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.



Thank you,

Dave



Date : 5/8/2023 9:49:34 AM
From : "'Malone, Ruth' via Clerk" clerk@sfcta.org
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "Connie.Chan@sfgov.org" Connie.Chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Nomination to SFCTA CAC
  

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am a Richmond District resident and strong supporter of improving the
Geary corridor by implementing the Geary Improvement Project. In regard
to this I am very concerned about the nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee. This comment is submitted for the May 9,
2023 Transportation Authority Board meeting. I have patronized Joe’s Ice
Cream in the past, but I was horrified to hear about the meeting he hosted on
May 4 at which he and others he organized demanded that the Quick-Build
project not be agendized for the SFMTA Board. 

The Geary corridor clearly needs to change. Digging in to support the status
quo is not consistent with San Francisco’s goals of reducing traffic injuries
and deaths, reducing car dependence, and meeting climate targets. I will not
be patronizing Joe’s ice cream again. (Further, I was equally horrified to see
an ad recently purchased by the Geary Blvd Merchants in the Richmond
View urging that the city re-hire police officers who refused to be vaccinated
for COVID 19. This is a reckless position and out of step with Richmond
District residents who have been among the most conscientious in wearing
masks and observing COVID precautions). 

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant,
on a matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests
that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support
San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to
communicate about the agency’s projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the
mission and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a
transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that
values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 



I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

Ruth E. Malone

 



Date : 5/8/2023 4:04:20 PM
From : "Jabez Wesly" wjabezkingsly@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.



Date : 5/8/2023 2:17:47 PM
From : "Carolyn Link" link.carolyn@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

_____
Carolyn Link
415.250.0987
Please excuse typos. Sent from my iPhone



Date : 5/8/2023 1:13:55 PM
From : "Elliot Schwartz" elliot.schwartz@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.
 
Elliot Schwartz



Date : 5/8/2023 12:13:58 PM
From : "Carol Brownson" cdbrownson@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.
 Carol Brownson 



Date : 5/8/2023 9:18:51 AM
From : "Lucas Lux" lucasclux@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.
 
Lucas Lux

sent from my smart phone



Date : 5/8/2023 9:07:39 AM
From : "Matt Hill" mattdh666@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you,
Matt Hill



Date : 5/8/2023 7:11:26 AM
From : "'Trish' via Clerk" clerk@sfcta.org
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.
Trish Gump
D1 Resident

Sent from my iPhone



Date : 5/8/2023 3:27:08 AM
From : "Aaron Baucom" aaronbaucom@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org, "connie.chan@sfgov.org"
connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you,
Aaron



Date : 5/7/2023 10:12:33 PM
From : "Adam Hitchcock" adam@northisup.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

x-apple-data-detectors://0


Date : 5/7/2023 9:38:40 PM
From : "Adam Egelman" a@adam.social
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "Connie.Chan@sfgov.org" Connie.Chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan, 

 I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee. As per
the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream. The meeting, organized by Kim together with
David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners
Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was
invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the
agenda had changed, and that what the assembled group really wanted were
answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project. For over an hour, Sean
Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about the
Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary
Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a
confined space and had her ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent
interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did
not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the Geary Quick-Build to
an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn. Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil
attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers crucial to his personal
financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by
a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests
that he is uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to
communicate about the agency’s projects back to the community. The values and
priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of
the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that
prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit
system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles.
I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination. Thank you.
-- 

Adam Egelman



Date : 5/7/2023 9:31:17 PM
From : "'Anirudh Kaushik' via Clerk" clerk@sfcta.org
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Hi, I am a resident of San Francisco, and regularly travel to the Richmond on
38/38R. I see the immense value this extremely high ridership bus line
provides to the Richmond, far more than individual parking spaces do. I
hope that this amazing boon to the neighborhood and businesses is
recognized, appreciated, and improved with this quick build plan. Below is
some additional messaging written for me that I wholeheartedly agree with.
Thank you.

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan, I am
submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee. As
per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4,
hosted by Sean Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream. The meeting, organized
by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30
Geary business owners and other community members from D1 and other
districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon her arrival,
Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project. For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group
hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about the Geary Quick Build,
and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-
Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a
confined space and had her ability to respond to other speakers limited by
frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to Chair
Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for
her future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn. Sean
Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that
his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San



Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to
communicate about the agency’s projects back to the community. The
values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first
city: A city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an
efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of
mobility beyond personal vehicles. I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this
nomination. Thank you. 



Date : 5/7/2023 7:36:47 PM
From : "Peter Belden" pbelden@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.
 



Date : 5/7/2023 6:53:04 PM
From : "bmisiak via Clerk" clerk@sfcta.org
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.



Date : 5/7/2023 6:50:30 PM
From : "'Lisa Lougee' via Clerk" clerk@sfcta.org
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

Sent from my iPhone



Date : 5/7/2023 6:08:25 PM
From : "Ed Parillon" eparillon@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.
Ed Parillon, queer POC parent who rides muni and votes 



Date : 5/7/2023 5:30:15 PM
From : "Kelly Lan" kellylan38@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles.

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.



Date : 5/7/2023 5:28:17 PM
From : "James Le" james.le2@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

Sent from my iPhone



Date : 5/7/2023 5:21:08 PM
From : "Ansley Peduru" ansleypeduru96@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

Ansley P.



Date : 5/7/2023 5:18:50 PM
From : "roz arbel" snucky0@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.
 



Date : 5/7/2023 4:58:36 PM
From : "Jackson Wong" jacksonfwong@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.

Jackson Wong (he/they)
District 5



Date : 5/7/2023 4:44:29 PM
From : "'Emily' via Clerk" clerk@sfcta.org
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
 Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles.

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.



Date : 5/7/2023 4:38:16 PM
From : "'BRIAN DONAHOE' via Clerk" clerk@sfcta.org
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.



Date : 5/7/2023 4:37:02 PM
From : "Clare Prowse" clare.e.prowse@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.
Clare Grady

Sent from the goldenfone.



Date : 5/7/2023 4:24:51 PM
From : "Alonso Salas" alonsosalas312@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you,
 Alonso Salas.



Date : 5/7/2023 4:01:42 PM
From : "Brett Bertocci" bertocci@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.
 



Date : 5/7/2023 3:56:59 PM
From : "Nicole Jung-Alexander" njungalexander@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you, 

Nicole Jung-Alexander 



Date : 5/7/2023 3:35:09 PM
From : "Eric Chen" ericc661@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.



Date : 5/7/2023 3:24:32 PM
From : "Stephen Lambe" stephenlambe@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

Stephen Lambe



Date : 5/7/2023 2:52:13 PM
From : "Sarah Boudreau" boudreau.sarah.m@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you,
Sarah Boudreau



Date : 5/7/2023 2:46:44 PM
From : "Jessica Jenkins" jjenkins@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.
Jessica Jenkins



Date : 5/7/2023 2:34:48 PM
From : "Jen Nossokoff" jennifer.nossokoff@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

Jen Nossokoff
415-535-6900



Date : 5/7/2023 2:33:15 PM
From : "Laura Skelton" lauraeskelton@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

Laura Yakovenko
D1 resident



Date : 5/7/2023 2:14:12 PM
From : "Georgy Avakov" georgy.avakov@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

Georgy Avakov 



Date : 5/7/2023 1:53:46 PM
From : "andrew sullivan" andrew@sulli.org
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

Additionally, anyone who organizes events with David Heller to oppose mass
transit improvements should be immediately disqualified from serving on any city
committee.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast



transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles.

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.



Date : 5/7/2023 1:38:21 PM
From : "alec hawley" ahawleyla@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

A l e c   H a w l e y
(415)418-9073



Date : 5/7/2023 1:23:06 PM
From : "Meredith Nelson" meredithgn@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that mission
and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several
ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim at his
business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions about
the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build
project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her
ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was
issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion of the
Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future reappointment on the
SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated
by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is
uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s
projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

Sent from my iPhone



Date : 5/8/2023 5:23:14 PM
From : "Akshara M" akshara.reddi@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Please Do Not Support Sean Kim's CAC Nomination

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.
 



Date : 5/8/2023 2:17:06 PM
From : "Bill Phillips" jings.bill@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Re: Nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory
Committee


Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

First, as a new homeowner in the Richmond district, I have a strong interest in the
health and vitality of the neighborhood. I love Joe's Ice Cream, but if Sean Kim
believes that his business will grow more with the existing parking situation than it
will with rapid access from a bustling new rapid transit line, then he doesn't reflect
my values. Geary is supposed to be our lifeblood corridor to the city center, but it's
mostly gummed up with traffic today in 2023. How does preserving its 1950s style
slant parking help any of our residents? And how can our businesses thrive if our
residents don't thrive?

Second, as per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should
reflect “community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members
from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but,
upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what
the assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued
to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s
discussion of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political
support for her future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects



back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and
fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond
personal vehicles.

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.

-- 
Bill (@billjings)

please consider the environment before 3d-printing this e-mail — @KyFaSt



Date : 5/8/2023 8:17:11 AM
From : "'Molly Hayden' via Clerk" clerk@sfcta.org
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Sean Kim nomination to the SFCTA Community Advisory
Committee
  
Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation Authority Board
meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA
Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect “community values in
the development of the mission and program of the Transportation Authority, and channel that
mission and program back to the community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in
several ways. The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean Kim
at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary Boulevard Merchants and
Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan, included around 20-30 Geary business owners
and other community members from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant
Walk” but, upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken with questions
about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot, to not agendize the Geary
Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair Eaken was surrounded in a confined space
and had her ability to respond to other speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an
ultimatum was issued to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s
discussion of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her future
reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a matter he considers
crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his interest in the SFCTA CAC is not
motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests
that he is uninterested in taking on the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the
agency’s projects back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission and purpose of the
SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A city that prioritizes sustainable
transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many
forms of mobility beyond personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you,
Molly Hayden



Date : 5/7/2023 4:26:17 PM
From : "clerk@sfcta.org" dougli1sqrd@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org, "connie.chan@sfgov.org"
connie.chan@sfgov.org
Subject : Sean Kim's CTA CAC Nomination


Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members
from D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but,
upon her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what
the assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued
to Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s
discussion of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political
support for her future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.

Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and
fast transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond
personal vehicles. 

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.



Thank you.



Date : 5/7/2023 7:01:57 PM
From : "Cyrus Hall" cyrusphall@gmail.com
To : "clerk@sfcta.org" clerk@sfcta.org
Cc : "connie.chan@sfgov.org" connie.chan@sfgov.org

Dear SFCTA Transportation Authority Board and Supervisor Chan,

The boiler plate is below, but I want to add a personal note. I was present at the
meeting described in the note below and found it to be manipulative and highly
uncomfortable, as did several others who were present who I talked to afterward. I
disagreed with Mr. Kim's views on Geary before the meeting, but I was not inclined
to personally oppose the nomination to the CAC. However, I was disturbed by how
the event was manipulated, and by the requests to simply kill the Geary quick-build
item. As such, I am adding my voice to the campaign requesting that Commissioner
Chan withdraw the nomination. CAC members are free to strongly advocate, as Mr.
Kim does, but organizing a pressure session on an isolated chairperson of another
city board in order to kill an agenda item is significantly beyond the behavior
expected of CAC members (or nominees).

Cheers,
Cyrus Hall

Boiler plate starts now:

I am submitting this email as public comment for the May 9, 2023 Transportation
Authority Board meeting, to express my concern about Supervisor Chan’s
nomination of Sean Kim to the SFCTA Community Advisory Committee.

As per the SFCTA’s Administrative Code, members of the CAC should reflect
“community values in the development of the mission and program of the
Transportation Authority, and channel that mission and program back to the
community.” Sean Kim’s behavior does not rise to this standard in several ways.
The most recent example is a meeting that took place on May 4, hosted by Sean
Kim at his business, Joe’s Ice Cream.

The meeting, organized by Kim together with David Heller (Greater Geary
Boulevard Merchants and Property Owners Association) and Supervisor Chan,
included around 20-30 Geary business owners and other community members from
D1 and other districts. Chair Eaken was invited for a “Merchant Walk” but, upon
her arrival, Mr. Kim announced that the agenda had changed, and that what the
assembled group really wanted were answers about the Geary Boulevard
Improvement Project.

For over an hour, Sean Kim and others in this group hotly peppered Chair Eaken
with questions about the Geary Quick Build, and pressed her to agree, on the spot,
to not agendize the Geary Quick-Build project at an SFMTA Board meeting. Chair
Eaken was surrounded in a confined space and had her ability to respond to other
speakers limited by frequent interruptions. At one point, an ultimatum was issued to
Chair Eaken that, if she did not immediately agree to delay the MTAB’s discussion
of the Geary Quick-Build to an unspecified future time, political support for her
future reappointment on the SFMTA Board would be withdrawn.



Sean Kim’s organizing role in this uncivil attempt to coerce a public servant, on a
matter he considers crucial to his personal financial interests, suggests that his
interest in the SFCTA CAC is not motivated by a desire to support San Francisco’s
transportation needs as a whole. It also suggests that he is uninterested in taking on
the other responsibility of the CAC, to communicate about the agency’s projects
back to the community.

The values and priorities of CAC members should be consistent with the mission
and purpose of the SFCTA. That includes San Francisco being a transit-first city: A
city that prioritizes sustainable transportation, a city that values an efficient and fast
transit system, and a city that welcomes many forms of mobility beyond personal
vehicles.

I urge Supervisor Chan to withdraw this nomination.

Thank you.
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